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Abstract 

Proving termination of term rewriting systems is a difficult task. Here we investigate 
a technique whose goal is to simplify that task. The technique consist of a transformation 
of the term rewriting system which eliminates function symbols considered "useless" and 
simplifies the rewrite rules. We show that the transformation is sound, i. e., termination of 
the original system can be inferred from termination of the transformed one. For proving 
this result we use a new notion of lifting of orders that turns out to be a generalization 
of the multiset construction. 

1 Introd uction 

Suppose we want to prove termination of the following system 

f(g(x)) -+ f(a(g(g(f(x))),g(f(x)))) 

Intuitively, the function symbol a is created but seems not to have any influence on the 
reductions. Taking that into account, we can eliminate it and transform the given rule into 

f(g(x)) -+ f(O) 
f(g(x)) -+ g(g(f(x))) 
f(g(x)) -+ g(f(x)) 

where <> is a fresh constant. Termination of the first system is not easy to prove (since 
the system is self-embedding orders like recursive path order (rpo) cannot be used) while 
termination of the second system is trivially proven with rpo by choosing the precedence I> 

satisfying f I> gl> <>. Now if the transformation is sound, i. e., termination of the original system 
can be inferred from termination of the transformed one, our task is done. In this paper we 
formally describe this transformation and prove its soundness with respect to termination. 

In general, we are interested on simplifying the process of proving termination of term 
rewriting systems (TRS's). A possible approach to this goal is to devise sound transformations 
on TRS's such that the transformed systems are somehow easier to deal with, with respect 
to termination proofs, than the original ones. As examples of such transformations we have 
transformation orderings [1], semantic labelling [9] and distribution elimination [10]1. 

*Supported by NWO, the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research, under grant 612-316-041. 
IFor an example of application of some of these techniques, including the one described in this paper, see 

[11]. 
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Briefly, on transformation orderings, a mapping <p from terms to terms is devised such that 
when a term rewrites to another their images under <p are related under a certain well-founded 
order. Both the function <p and the well-founded relation are obtained via some other TRS's. 
Between these TRS's, a property similar to confluence (cooperation) is required. In semantic 
labelling, labels from a certain domain are associated with the function symbols of the TRS. 
The new system contains rules where the function symbols are labelled, being the number of 
rules related to the cardinality of the set of labels chosen. In distribution elimination, function 
symbols occurring only on the right-hand-side (rhs) of rewrite rules or in distribution rules, 
are eliminated in a particular way, together with the distribution rules. The remaining rules 
are transformed. If the resulting system is right-linear, the transformation is sound. 

The technique we present falls within the same category as distribution elimination, namely 
function symbols occurring only on the rhs of rules are eliminated and the rules transformed. 
No distribution rules are allowed and the transformation used is different. Termination of 
the original system can be deduced from termination of the transformed one, without any 
linearity restriction. Moreover in many cases our technique is stronger. For instance in the 
example we started with, distribution elimination is not helpful since the resulting system is, 
though right-linear, not terminating for that transformation. 

As a technical mean to prove our result we make use of trees labelled with terms and of 
a new construction that lifts an order on a set to an order on trees labelled with labels from 
that set. This construction is interesting per se and therefore treated separately on section 3. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give some basic definitions 
on TRS's and orders. In section 3 we present the tree lifting of an order. It turns out that 
this lifting is a generalization of the multiset construction, monotone with respect to the 
order lifted and well-foundedness preserving. This will be the essential tool to be used on the 
proof of the main result. In section 4 we present the transformation on TRS's and prove its 
soundeness. The proof is conceptually simple although the technical details may not seem so. 
Nevertheless we give those details for the sake of completeness. Finally in section 5 we make 
some final remarks. 

2 Basic notions 

Below we introduce some notation used on the rest of the paper and give some basic notions 
over orders and TRS's. For more information on TRS's the reader is referred to [4]. 

A poset (8, » is a set 8 together with a partial order, i. e., an irreflexive and transitive 
relation, > ~ S x S. Given a poset (S, », M(S) denotes the finite multisets over S (see [5]) 
and >mul denotes the multiset extension of > to M(S), given by 

S >mul T ¢::::} T = (S \ X) U Y such that 0 i= X ~ Sand "Iy E Y 3x EX: x > y 

The multiset extension of a partial order is itself a partial order and is well-foundedness pre
serving. Furthermore the multiset extension is monotone with respect to the order extended, 
i. e., if >, ~ are orders over a set Sand > ~ ~ then >mul ~ ~mul in M(S). We use the 
parentheses [ ] to denote multisets being [ ] the empty multiset. 

Given a non-empty set A, we consider non-empty trees over A, defined by the following 
data type: Tr(A) ~ A x M(Tr(A)), i. e., if f is the function from sets to sets given by 
f(X) = A x M(X), then Tr(A) is the least fixed point of f. Therefore a tree is either a root, 
represented by (a, [ ]), with a E A and [ 1 the empty multiset, or a tree with root a E A and 
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subtrees tb"" tn, represented by (a, [tl,"" tn]). Since we are not interested in the order 
of the subtrees, we choose the multiset representation for the subtrees instead of a sequence 
representation. 

The depth of a tree is given by the function depth and is defined inductively as follows: 

• depth((s, [])) = 1 

• depth((s, [tl,"" tm])) = 1 + max{depth(tl), ... ,depth(tm )} 

Let F denote a signature, i. e., a non-empty set of varyadic function symbols, possibly 
infinite. Let X denote a denumerable set of variables such that F n X = 0. The function 
arity : F U X -+ P(1N), where P(1N) represents the powerset of the natural numbers, gives the 
possible arities a symbol can have. Constants and variables have as arity the set {o}. The set 
of terms over F and X is denoted by T(F, X) and the set of ground terms over F by T(F), 
and they are defined in the usual way. Given any term t E T(F, X), the set Var(t) contains 
the variables occurring in t. 

A term rewriting system (TRS) is a tuple (F, X, R), where R is a subset of T(F, X) x 
T(F, X). The elements (1, r) of R are called the rules of the TRS and are usually denoted 
by 1 -+ r. They obey the restriction that 1 must be a non-variable and every variable in r 
must also occur in 1. In the following, unless otherwise specified, we identify the TRS with 
R, being F the set of function symbols occurring in R. 

A TRS R induces a rewrite relation over T(F, X), denoted by -+R, as follows: s -+R t 

iff s = C[lO'j and t = C[rO'j, for some context C, substitution 0' and rule 1 -+ r E R. The 
transitive closure of -+R is denoted by -+1i and its reflexive-transitive closure by -+:R. By 
-+R' with n E 1N, we denote the composition of -+R with itself n times (if n = 0, then -+R is 
the identity). 

A TRS is called terminating (strongly normalizing or noetherian) if there exists no infinite 
sequence of the form to -+ R tl -+ R .... 

3 Ordering trees 

In this section we describe how to lift a partial order on a set A to a partial order on Tr(A) 
in such a way that well-foundedness is preserved. This lifting will be used later on in the 
context of term rewriting. 

Definition 3.1 Let (A, » be a partially ordered set and consider Tr(A), the finite non-empty 
trees over A. In Tr(A) we define the following relation ~ 

t = (a, M) ~ (b, M') *=> {
a> band 't:/u E M' : (t ~ u) or (3v EM: v t: u) 
a = band M ~mul M' 

where ~mul is the multiset extension of ~ and t: = ~ U =. We call the relation ~ the tree 
lifting of>. 

We remark that the above definition can be easily modified to cover quasi-orders. We are 
however particularly interested on tree liftings of relations that are partial orders so in this 
presentation we restrict ourselves to this case. 

Lemma 3.2 The relation ~ is a partial order on Tr(A). 
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Proof We have to see that ~ is a transitive and irreflexive relation on Tr(A). We check first 
irreflexivity and we proceed by induction on the depth of a tree. Suppose (a, []) ~ (a, []), 
then we must have that [ 1 ~mul [ 1, which is a contradiction. Suppose that t >f t for 
any tree t with depth(t) ~ n, for a certain n, and let (a, M) be a tree of depth n + 1. 
If (a, M) ~ (a, M), then we must have M ~mul M, but since the multiset extension 
respects irreflexivity and ~ is irreflexive over M (by induction hypothesis), we get a 
contradiction. 

We check now that ~ is transitive. If 8, t and u are any trees such that 8 ~ t and t ~ u, we 
need to see that 8 ~ u. We proceed by induction over k = depth(8)+depth(t)+depth(u). 
If k = 3 then 8 = (a, [ ]), t = (b, [ ]) and u = (c, [ ]) and we must have a > b > c. Since 
> is transitive we conclude a > c and therefore 8 ~ u. Suppose the property holds for 
triples of trees with k ~ n, for a certain n. Suppose now that 8 = (a, Ma), t = (b, Mb), 
u = (c, Me), 8 ~ t and t ~ u and k = n + 1. We need to do some case analysis: 

o 

• a = b = Cj then we must have Ma ~mul Mb ~mul Me. Since the multiset extension 
respects transitivity and by induction hypothesis ~ is transitive when comparing 
elements of Ma, Mb and Me, we conclude that Ma ~mul Me and so 8 ~ U. 

• a = band b > Cj then we have 

Ma ~mul Mb and (\Ix E Me : t ~ x or (:It' E Mb : t' !: x)) 

Let x E Me, if t ~ x, since 8 ~ t and depth(8) + depth(t) + depth(x) ~ k, we can 
apply the induction hypothesis and conclude that 8 ~ x. If it is the case that 
there exists t' E Mb such that t' t x, then, since Ma ~mul Mb, by definition of 
multiset extension, there exists 8' E Ma such that 8' tt'. Again we can apply the 
induction hypothesis to conclude that 8 ' t x. Since a > c, by definition of h we 
can conclude that 8 ~ U. 

• a > band b = Cj then we have 

Mb ~mul Me and (\Ix E Mb : 8 ~ X or (:l8' E Ma : 8' !: x)) 

Let x E Me, then there is an element t' E Mb such that t' t x (since Mb ~mul Me). 
But then either 8 ~ t', and by induction hypothesis we get 8 ~ x, or there exists 
8 ' E Ma such that 8' t t', and again by induction hypothesis we get 8' t x. Since 
a> c, by definition of~, we have 8 ~ U. 

• a > b > Cj then we also have (\Ix E Mb : 8 ~ X or (:l8' E Ma : 8' !: x)) and 
(\ly E Me : t ~ Y or (:It' E Mb : t' !: y)). Take u' E Me. If t ~ u' then by induction 
hypothesis and since 8 ~ t, we conclude that 8 ~ u' . If there is t' E Mb such that 
t' !: u', then either 

- 8 ~ t' and again by induction hypothesis we have 8 ~ u'j or 
- there exists 8' E Ma such that 8' !: t', and by induction hypothesis we get 

8 ' !: u'. Since a > c, by definition of~, we have 8 ~ U. 

Example 1 
We present an example of this construction. Let (A, » be the natural numbers with the 
usual order. Let 
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s= 

From definition 3.1 it follows that S )-- T. Note that even though S )-- T, the depth of T is 
greater than the depth of S. 

The construction presented in definition 3.1 has many interesting properties, as we show 
below. Namely it is monotonic with respect to the order lifted, preserves well-foundedness 
and is a proper generalization of the multiset construction. 

Lemma 3.3 Let A be a set and >,» two partial orders in S such that > ~ ». Consider 
Tr(A) with the partial orders )--> and )--:;$>, the tree liftings of respectively> and ». Then 
)--> ~ )--:;$>. 

Proof We need to see that given two trees S, T E Tr(A) if S )--> T then S )--:;$> T. We 
proceed by induction on k = depth(S) + depth(T). If k = 2 then S = (a, []) and 
T = (b, []) and we must have a > b. Consequently a » b and therefore S )--:;$> T. 

Suppose the result holds for trees U, V with depth(U) +depth(V) S n. Let S = (a, Ma) 
and T = (b, Mb) with depth(S) + depth(T) = n + 1 and S )--> T. We must have either 

o 

• a> b and for all u E Mb either S )--> u or there is a tree vEMa such that v ~:> u. 
In this case also a» b and by induction hypothesis either S )--:;$> u or v t:;$> u, so 
S )--:;$> T. 

• a = band Ma )--~ul Mb. Since the multiset extension is monotone with respect to 
the extended order, and comparisons between the elements of Ma and Mb envolve 
trees u, v with depth(u) +depth(v) < n, we can apply the induction hypothesis and 
conclude that Ma )--~ul Mb and therefore that S )--:;$> T. 

Lemma 3.4 Let (A, » be a partially ordered set. Then there is an order-preserving injection 
from (M(A), >mud to (Tr(A),)--), where (M(A), >mud is the multiset extension of (A, ». 

Proof (Sketch) Fix rEA, arbitrarily chosen. The function <Pr : M(A) ~ Tr(A) is given 
by: 

• <Pr([]) = (r, []) 

• <Pr([SI, ... , skD = (r, [(SI' [D,···, (Sk, [])]) 

It is not difficult to see that cPr is well-defined and provides such an injection. 0 
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Essential for our purposes is the preservation of well-foundedness, stated in the next result. 

Theorem 3.5 Let (A, » be a poset. Then> is well-founded on A if and only if>- is well
founded on Tr(A). 

Proof For the "if" part, suppose that> is not well-founded in A. Then there is an infinite 
descending chain ao > a1 > .... According to the definition of >- then (ao, [ D >
(a1' [ D >- ... , is an infinite descending chain on Tr(A), contradicting well-foundedness 
of >-. 
For the "only-if" part we will use the recursive path order, >rpo, on trees, based on > 
and with multiset status (for a definition of >rpo see for example [2, 3D, given by 

(a, M) >rpo (b, N) {:::::;. (a> b) and (Vu EN: (a, M) >rpo u), or 
{ 

3u EM: U ::::rpo (b,N), or 

(a = b) and (M >rpo,mul N) 

Since >rpo is well-founded whenever> is well-founded (for a simple proof see [7D, we 
only need to check that >- ~ >rpo. 

We will prove that for any trees 8, T E Tr(A), 8 >- T ~ 8 >rpo T, by induction on 
k = depth(8) + depth(T). If k = 2 then 8 = (a, [ D and T = (b, [ D, with a, b E A and 
we must have a > b. By definition of >rpo we also conclude that 8 >rpo T. 

Suppose now that 8 >- T and depth(8) + depth(T) ::; n, for a fixed n, implies 8 >rpo T. 
Let 81 = (a, Ma) and T1 = (b, Mb) with 81 >- T1 and depth(81) + depth(T1) = n + 1. If 
a> b then, by definition of >-, we have for all u E Mb either 8 1 >- u or v t u, for some 
vEMa. To conclude that 8 1 >rpo T1 we have to see that 81 >rpo u, for all u E Mb. Take 
u E Mb arbitrary. If 81 >- u, then by induction hypothesis we have 81 >rpo u. If there 
exists vEMa such that v t u then again by induction hypothesis we conclude v ::::rpo u. 
Since vEMa and >rpo has the subtree property, we have 8 1 >rpo v. Transitivity of 
>rpo gives 81 >rpo u, as we wanted. 

If a = b then Ma >-mul Mb, i. e., 

Mb = (Ma \ X) U Y with 0 1= X ~ Ma and Vy E Y 3x EX: x >- y 

Since depth(x) + depth(y) ::; n, by induction hypothesis we also have x >rpo y so 
Ma >rpo,mul Mb and consequently 81 >rpo T1. 

We have just seen that >- ~ >rpo and since the last order is well-founded, so is the 
former. 0 

We give a sketch of an alternative proof for theorem 3.5. For each leaf in a tree T, consider 
the multiset of labels of nodes in the path from the root to the leaf. Define Path(T) to be 
the multiset of all these multisets (i. e., Path(T) is an element of M(M(A))). Now one can 
see that for any trees 8, T E Tr(A), 8 >- T ~ Path(8) ~ Path(T), where ~ = (>muz)mul is 
the extension in M(M(A)) of >, i. e., ~ is the multiset extension of the multiset extension 
of >. Since> is well-founded on A and multiset extension preserves well-foundedness, ~ is 
also well-founded on M(M(A)) and as a consequence >- is well-founded on Tr(A). 

A property not preserved by the tree lifting is totality. Again take (A, » to be the natural 
numbers with the usual order. Let 
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Then according to the definition of >- neither S >- T nor T >- S. Since S f:. T, the order 
>- is obviously not total. Note that T >rpo S. 

4 Transforming the TRS 

In this section we present the transformation on TRS's and we show how termination of the 
original system can be inferred from termination of the transformed system. 

We establish first some terminology. Let F be a set of varyadic function symbols and X 
a set of variables with F n X = 0. Let a be a function symbol with non-null arities, i. e., 
N > 0, for all N E arity(a), and not occurring in F. Let 0 be a constant also not occurring 
in F. We denote by Fa and Fo respectively the sets FU {a} and Fu {o}. 

We consider TRS's over T(Fa, X) such that the function symbol a only occurs (eventually) 
in the right-hand-side (rhs) of the rules of the TRS. The idea behind the transformation is 
that the fuction symbol a, not occurring in the left-hand-side (lhs) of rewrite rules, does 
not take a relevant role in the reductions and therefore should not influence the termination 
behaviour of the TRS. We consider the symbol a as a kind of blocker and given a term over 
T(Fa, X), we decompose it on its "components". Those components are terms over T(Fo, X), 
more especifically, the subterms above and below the occurrences of the symbol a, with those 
occurrences being replaced by the constant o. We make this more precise. 

Definition 4.1 Given a term t E T(Fa, X), the cap of t, denoted by cap(t), is a term over 
T(Fo, X) given by the function cap: T(F U {a, O}, X) -+ T(Fo, X), defined inductively as 
follows: 

• cap(x) = x, for any x E X 

• cap(f(t1 , ... , tm )) = !(cap(tl)"'" cap(tm )), if f E F and mE arity(f) (f f:. a) 

• cap(a(tl"'" tN)) = 0, with N E arity(a) 

Note that strictly speaking the domain of cap need only be T(Fa , X), however to simplify 
the treatment later (basicly avoid defining an extension of cap only to include 0 in its domain), 
we use the extended signature Fa U {O}. This same observation applies to the next definition. 

Since we are interested also in the subterms hanging under occurrences of the symbol a, 
we need another operation that collects all the caps of the subterms encapsulated between 
occurrences of the symbol a. 

Definition 4.2 For any term t E T(Fa, X), its decomposition is denoted by dec(t), where 
dec: T(FU {a,O},X) -+ M(T(Fo, X)) is defined inductively as follows: 

• dec(x) = [ 1 
m 

• dec(f(tI, ... , tm )) = Udec(ti), if f E F and m E arity(f) (f f:. a) 
i=l 
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N 

• dec(a(it, ... , tN)) = U ([cap(ti)] U dec(ti)), with N E arity(a) 
i=l 

The decomposition of a term collects all caps of the terms between occurrences of a's and 
adds a symbol ° for each occurrence of a encountered except for the topmost. For reasons 
that will become clear later, we treat differently the cap of the whole term (which is not 
collected in the decomposition of the term). 

Example 2 
The following term t 

t: 

dec{t) 

has as cap the term f(O,h(O))) and its decomposition is given by 

dec(t) = [g(O,z),x,y,O,x,p(x),x,h(x)] 

We can now define the transformation on the TRS. As can be expected we will decompose 
the right-hand-side of the rules in R and create new rules using this decomposition. 

Definition 4.3 Given a TRS Rover T(Fa, X) such that the function symbol a occurs at 
most on the right-hand-side of the rules in R, E(R) is the TRS over T(Fo, X) given by 

E(R) = {I -+ u I (I -+ r) E Rand u = cap(r) or u E dec(r)} 

Example 3 
Let R be given by the rules 

f(J(x)) -+ g(a(J(x), x)) 

Then the transformed TRS, E(R) is given by: 

f(J(x)) -+ g(O) 
f(J(x)) -+ f(x) 
f(J(x)) -+ x 
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g(g(x)) -+ f(g(x)) 

g(g(x)) -+ f(g(x)) 
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Note that if the function symbol a does not occur on a term t then cap(t) = t and 
dec(t) = 0, hence rules in which a does not occur are not affected by the transformation. 

From the definition of E, we can see that in general the TRS E(R) has more rules but 
is syntactically simpler than the original one, so the transformation can be quite useful if 
we are able to infer termination of R from termination of E(R). Termination however is 
not preserved, i. e., if R is terminating, E(R) is not necessarily terminating, as the following 
example shows. Consider the terminating TRS R given by: 

f(x,x) -+ f(a(x),x) 

The transformed TRS E(R) is given by: 

and is obviously not terminating. 

f(x,x) -+ f(<>,x) 
f(x,x) -+ x 

The main purpose of this paper is to show that termination of E(R) implies termination 
of R. Before going into the technical details we give a general idea of the proof. If E(R) is 
terminating, the relation -+~(R) is well-founded. If we consider the poset (Tr(T(Fo, X)), >-) 
(where >- is the tree extension of -+~(R) as defined in 3.1) then >- is also well-founded. We 
now use the trees over T(Fo, X) to interpret the terms of T(Fa, X) in such a way that for 
terms s, t E T(Fa, X) if S -+R t then tree(s) ~ tree(t), where tree(u) is a tree over T(Fo, X) 
associated with the term u, and ~ is a well-founded extension of >-. Termination of R follows 
from well-foundedness of~. 

We introduce some definitions and auxiliary results. Recall the definition of tree lifting of 
an order from section 3. 

Definition 4.4 Given a term t E T(Fa, X) we associate to it a tree over T(Fo, X), denoted 
by tree(t), where tree: T(FU {a,<>},X) -+ Tr(T(Fo, X)) is defined as follows: 

• tree(x) = (x, []), for any x E X 

m 

• tree(f(sl, ... , sm)) = (cap(f(sl, ... , sm)), UMi), where tree(sd = (cap(si), Md 
i=l 

N 

• tree(a(sl'"'' SN)) = (cap(a(sl,"" SN )), U [tree(si)]) 
i=l 

An observation similar to the one made after definition 4.1 is in order here. We will apply 
the function tree to terms that may contain the constant <>, therefore we include it already 
in the domain of the function. 

Example 4 
The following picture shows the same term as in example 2 together with its corresponding 
tree. 
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t: /f~ 
a h 

tree(t): 

/\ I 
g a a 

/\ /\ /\ 
a z x p x h 

/\ I I 
x y x x 

To maintain the domains of related functions consistent, the same has to be done in the 
following definition. 

Definition 4.5 Given a tree T over T(Fo, X), the multiset of its labels is given by the func
tion labels: Tr(T(F U {a, <>}, X)) -+ M(T(Fo, X)), defined inductively as: 

• labels((s, [])) = [s] 

• labels( (s, IT!, ... , T,j)) = Is J U C~ labels( To) ) 

The following lemma is easily proven by induction on the structure of the terms. 

Lemma 4.6 Let t E T(Fa, X) be any term. If tree(t) = (cap(t), [TI,"" Tk]) then dec(t) = 
k 

U labels(Ti), where the union taken over zero elements is the empty multiset. 
i=l 

Lemma 4.6 allows us to rewrite definition 4.3 equivalently as: 

Definition 4.7 Given a TRS Rover T(Fa, X) such that the function symbol a occurs at 
most on the right-hand-side of the rules in R, E(R) is a TRS over T(Fo, X) given by 

E(R) = {l -+ u I (l -+ r) E Rand u E labels(tree(r))} 

Lemma 4.8 Let t E T(Fa, X) and a: X -+ T(Fa, X) be an arbitrary substitution. We define 
T : X -+ T(Fo, X) as the substitution satisfying T(X) = cap(a(x)), for all x E X. Then 
cap(ta) = cap(t)T. 

Proof We proceed by induction on t. If t = x E X then cap(ta) = cap(a(x)) = T(X) = tT = 
cap(t)T, by definition of T and 4.1. If t = f(tl," . ,tm ) then 

cap(f(tl,.·., tm)a) = cap(f(tla, ... , tma)) 
(by definition 4.1) = f(cap(tla), ... , cap(tma)) 
(by induction hypothesis) = f(cap(tl)T, ... ,cap(tm)T) 

= cap(f(tI, ... , tm))T 

If t = a(tl,"" tN) then by definition 4.1, cap(ta) = 0 = OT = cap(t)T. 0 
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Lemma 4.9 Let t be a non-ground term in T(F, X)2. Let a : X -+ T(Fa, X) be any sub
stitution and let x E Var(t). Let tree(ta) = (cap(ta), Mt ) and tree(a(x» = (cap(a(x», Mx). 
Then Mx ~ Mt (being ~ multiset inclusion). 

Proof Since x E Var(t) we can write t as C[xl, for some context C[ 1. We prove the lemma 
by induction on the context. Suppose C = D, then t = x and the result holds. Suppose 
now that t = f(tl, ... , D[x], ... , tk), with D[x] occurring at some position j, 1 ::; j ::; k, 
such that tree(D[xla) = (cap(D[xla), M), tree(a(x» = (cap(a(x», Mx) and Mx ~ M. 
Since 

k 

tree(ta) = tree(f(lta, ... , D[xla, ... , tka» = (cap(f(tla, ... , D[xja, ... , tka», UMi) 
i=l 

where tree(tia) = (cap(tw), Mi), for all i i- j and for i = j, Mj = M, we have that 
k 

Mx ~ M ~ UMi' and the result follows. D 
i=l 

Remark. From now on we assume that E(R) is terminating and define> to be -+ ~(R)" 
Therefore> is well-founded and closed under contexts and substitutions.3 In Tr(T(Fo, X» 
we consider ~, the tree lifting of >. Since> is a well-founded partial order we also have that 
~ is a well-founded partial order on Tr(T(Fo, X». 

Lemma 4.10 Let t E T(F, X) \ X. Let x E Var(t) such that t > x. Let a: X -+ T(Fa, X) 
be any substitution. Then tree(ta) ~ tree(a(x», for any substitution a : X -+ T(Fa, X). 

Proof By definitions 4.4 and 4.1, and lemma 4.8, tree(ta) = (cap(ta), M t ) = (cap(t)T, M t ) = 
(tT, Mt ), where T : X -+ T(Fo, X) is defined by T(X) = cap(a(x», for all x E X. 
Similarly, tree(a(x» = (cap(a(x», Mx) = (T(X), Mx). Since the conditions of lemma 
4.9 are satisfied, we conclude that Mx ~ Mt and since t > x and> is closed under 
substitutions (in T(Fo, X», we can conclude that tT > T(X). Now it is clear from 
definition 3.1 that tree( ta) ~ tree( a(x». D 

Lemma 4.11 Let s E T(F,X) \X and t E T(Fa,X) such that Var(t) ~ Var(s) and s > v 
for all v E dec(t). Let a : X -+ T(Fa, X) be any substitution and suppose that tree(sa) = 
(cap(M), Ms), tree(ta) = (cap(ta), Mt ). Then for all U E M t either U E Ms or tree(sa) >- U. 

Proof We proceed by induction on the structure of t. If t = x E X then the result follows 
from lemma 4.9. 

m 

For t = f(lt, ... , tm), tree(ta) = tree(f(tla, ... , tma» = (cap(f(tw, ... , tma», UMi), 
i=l 

where tree(tia) = (cap(tia), M i ), for all 1 ::; i ::; m. Fix some i, 1 ::; i ::; m. Since 
m 

dec(t) = U dec(tj) and by hypothesis s > v for all v E dec(t), we also have that s > u 
j=l 

for any u E dec(ti). Also Var(ti) ~ Var(t) ~ Var(s), so we can apply the induction 

2Note that the symbol a does not occur on t. 
3In fact any well-founded partial order over T(:Fo, X) compatible with E(R), closed under substitutions 

and contexts would do. 
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hypothesis to ti and conclude that given any U E Mi either U E Ms or tree( S(7) >- U. 
m 

Since U E U Mj => U E Mi, for some 1 ::; i ::; m, the result holds. 
j=l 

N 

If t = a(tl'" . ,tN) then tree(tO') = (0, U [tree(tw)]). We need to see that for any i, 
i=l 

1 ::; i ::; N, either tree(tw) E Ms or tree(sO') >- tree(tw). 

Fix then any i, 1 ::; i ::; N. By lemma 4.8 we know that tree(tw) = (cap(tw), Mi) = 
(cap(ti)7, M i ), where 7 : X -+ T(Fo, X) is given by 7(X) = cap((7(x)), for all x E X. 
Also tree(s(7) = (cap(s(7), Ms) = (cap(s)7, Ms) = (S7, Ms). By hypothesis S > u for 

N 

all u E dec{t) and since dec{t) = U ([cap(tj)] U dec{tj)), we can say that s > u for 
j=l 

all u E dec{ti). Further Var(ti) ~ Var(t) ~ Var(s), so we can apply the induction 
hypothesis to ti and conclude that if U E Mi then either U E Ms or tree( S(7) >- U. 
Since by hypothesis s > cap(ti), and> is closed under substitutions we conclude that 
S7 > cap(ti)7 and by definition 3.1 we have tree(sO') >- tree(tw), as we wanted. 0 

Lemma 4.12 Let s E T(F,X) \ X and t E T(Fa,X) such that Var(t) ~ Var(s) and s > v 
for all v E dec{t) U [cap(t)]. Finally let (7 : X -+ T(Fa, X) be any substitution. Then 
tree( sO') >- tree( t(7). 

Proof By definition 4.4 and lemma 4.8, tree(sO') = (cap(M), Ms) = (cap(s)7, Ms) = (S7, Ms) 
and tree(t(7) = (cap(tO') , Mt ) = (cap(t)7, Mt ), where 7 : X -+ T(Fo, X) is given by 
7(X) = cap«(7(x)), for all x E X. By lemma 4.11 we conclude that for any U E M t either 
U E Ms or tree(s(7) >- U. Since s > cap(t) and> is closed under substitutions, we have 
S7 > cap(t)7, and by definition 3.1 we conclude that tree(M) >- tree(t(7). 0 

Lemma 4.13 Let I -+ r be a rule in Rand (7 : X -+ T(Fa, X) an arbitrary substitution. 
Then tree(l(7) >- tree(r(7). 

Proof From the definition of E(R) (see definition 4.3), we know that I -+ u, with u E 
[cap(r)] U dec(r), is a rule in E(R) and therefore I > u for any u E [cap(r)] U dec(r). 
Also Var(r) ~ Var(l) and a does not occur in l, therefore all the hypothesis of lemma 
4.12 are satisfied, so we can apply it to conclude that tree(lO') >- tree(rO'). 0 

We need to see that if s -+R t then tree(s) >- tree(t). For the case that s = 10' and t = rO', 
for some rule 1 -+ r E R and substitution (7 : X -+ T(Fa, X), the result holds as was seen 
in lemma 4.13, but unfortunately the tree construction is not closed under context, i. e., if 
s -+R t, tree(s) >- tree(t) and C is any non-trivial context then tree(C[s]) >- tree(C[t]) is not 
necessarily true as can be seen in the next example. Let R be: 

The system E(R) is given by: 

f(x) -+ g(a(x)) 

f(x) -+ g(O) 
f(x) -+ x 
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In R we have the rewrite step f(O) -+ g(a(O)). In E(R) we have both f(O) -+ g(<» and 
f(O) -+ o. Consequently 

tree(f(O)) = (f(0), []) ~ (g(<», [(0, [])]) = tree(g(a(O))) 

Take now C[] = g(O) and consider the reduction g(f(O)) -+R g(g(a(O))). In E(R), g(f(O)) 
can rewrite to g(g(<») or g(O). However we cannot compare the trees tree(g(f(O))) and 
tree(g(g(a(O)))) since tree(g(f(O))) = (g(f(O)), []) and tree(g(g(a(O)))) = (g(g(<»), [(0, [])]), 
and to conclude that the former is bigger than the later (with respect to ~), it is necessary 
to have g(f(O)) -+~(R) 0, which is not necessarily true. 

To cope with this problem we will define another relation on T(Fo, X). This relation, 
that is denoted by», is still closed under substitutions but no longer closed under contexts. 
Interestingly enough» will enable us to have a tree construction closed under contexts. 

Definition 4.14 Let> be a partial relation on T(Fo, X) closed under contexts and substi
tutions. We define a relation» on T(Fo, X) as follows: s » t iff s i= t and s 2:: Crt], for 
some context C. 

This relation appeared already in [8]. We note that Crt] » t, for any non-trivial context 
C. We have the following result. 

Lemma 4.15 In the conditions of definition 4.14, if> is well-founded then» is a partial 
well-founded order on T(Fo, X) extending >. 

Proof We check transitivity and well-foundedness since irreflexivity follows from well
foundedness. Suppose that s » t and t » u for some s, t, u E T(Fo, X). By definition 
we have contexts C, D such that s 2:: Crt] and t 2:: D[u]. Since> is closed under contexts 
and is transitive, we conclude that s 2:: C[D[u]]. To conclude that s » u we still need 
to see that s i= u. Suppose that is not so, i. e., s = u. If one of the contexts C or D 
is not the trivial context, we must have s > C[D[s]], contradicting well-foundedness of 
>. So if s = u, we must have C = D = 0, but then s > t > s, again contradicting 
well-foundedness of >. Therefore s i= u and since s 2:: C[D[u]], we conclude that s » u. 

Suppose now that» is not well-founded, then we have an infinite descending chain 

and by definition of », for each i 2:: 0 there is a context Ci such that Si 2:: Ci[Si+1]. 

Again since > is closed under contexts and transitive we conclude that there is an 
infinite descending chain in (T(Fo, X), » given by 

First note that the sequence constituted by the terms in the sequence above does not 
contain any infinite subsequence (ti)i20 such that ti = ti+1' for if it would be so, due to 
the form of each ti and to the fact that all terms are finite we would have an index k, 
such that Cl = 0, for any l 2:: k, and since all terms Sj are different we would have the 
infinite descending sequence 

Sk > Sk+1 > Sk+2 > ... 
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contradicting well-foundedness of >. 

Finally if s > t then s i= t, since> is well-founded (and therefore irreflexive). By taking 
C as the empty context in definition 4.14, we conclude that s »t. 0 

We now consider the trees over T(Fo, X) but with the tree lifting associated with », i. e., 
in definition 3.1 we take> to be ». In order to keep the syntax simple we denote the order 
in Tr(T(Fo, X)) also by». It should be clear from context whether we are referring to the 
order on T(Fo, X) or on Tr(T(Fo, X)). 

The following result is a consequence of lemmas 3.3, 4.13 and 4.15. 

Lemma 4.16 Let l -+ r be a rule in Rand u : X -+ T(Fa, X) an arbitrary substitution. 
Then tree(lu) » tree(ru). 

Lemma 4.17 Let s, t E T(Fa, X). If s -+R t then cap(s) -+~~R) cap(t). 

Proof We proceed by induction on the definition of reduction. If s = lu and t = ru for 
some rule l -+ r of R and some substitution u : X -+ T(Fa, X) then (by definition 4.1 
and lemma 4.8) cap(lu) = cap(l)T = IT, where T : X -+ T(Fo, X) is the substitution 
given by T(X) = cap(u(x)), for all x E X. Similarly cap(ru) = cap(r)T. Since 1 -+ cap(r) 
is a rule in E(R), we have IT -+1(R) cap(r)T, as we had to show. 

Suppose s -+R t and cap(s) -+~tR) cap(t). 
Let f(sl, ... , s, ... ,Sk) -+ R f(s!, ... ,t, ... , Sk), by definition 4.1, 

cap(f(sl, ... ,s, ... ,sk)) = f(cap(sl), ... ,cap(s), ... ,cap(sk)) 

and 
cap(f(s!, ... ,t, ... , Sk)) = f(cap(sd, ... , cap(t), ... , cap(sk)) 

Consequently 

cap(s) -+~tR) cap(t) 

.u. 
f(cap(sl), ... , cap(s), ... , cap(sk)) -+~~R) f(cap(sl), ... , cap(t), ... , cap(sk)) 

.u. 
cap(f(sl, ... , s, ... , Sk)) -+~(R) cap(f(sl, ... , t, ... , Sk)) 

Now let a(sl, ... , S, ... , SN) -+R a(sl, ... , t, ... ,SN). 
By definition 4.1 we have cap(a(sl"'" s, ... ,SN)) = 0 = cap(a(sl"'" t, ... ,SN )), so 
cap(a(sI, ... ,S, . .. ,SN)) -+~(R) cap(a(s!, ... ,t, ... ,SN )). 0 

Lemma 4.18 Let s, t E T(Fa, X) such that s -+R t and tree(s) »tree(t). Then tree(C[s]) » 
tree( C[t]), for any context C. 

Proof We proceed by induction on the context. If C is the trivial context, then the result 
holds by hypothesis. "Let then C[ 1 = f(sl," .,0, ... , Sk), with 0 occurring at position 
j, for some fixed 1 ~ j ~ k. Then 

k 

tree(C[s]) = tree(f(sl,"" s, ... Sk)) = (cap(f(sl, ... , s, ... Sk)), UMi ) 

i=l 
k 

= (f(cap(sd, ... ,cap(s), ... cap(sk)), U Mi) 
i=l 
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where tree(si) = (cap(si), Mi) for 1 ~ i ~ k, i i= j, and tree(s) = (cap(s), Mj ). Similarly 

k 

tree(C[t]) = tree(f(sl,"" t, ... Sk)) = (cap(f(sl, ... , t, ... Sk)), UMf) 
i=l 

k 

= (f(cap(sl), ... ,cap(t), ... cap(sk)), U MI) 
i=l 

where Mf = Mi, for 1 :S i :S k, i i= j, and tree(t) = (cap(t), Mj). 

By hypothesis tree(s) ~ tree(t) and therefore either 

• cap(s) ~ cap(t) and for all U E Mj either tree(s) ~ U or there is an element 
V E Mj such that V ~ U. 

Since s ~R t then by lemma 4.17 we have cap(s) ~~(R) cap(t), and due to 
irreflexivity of ~ we indeed have cap(s) ~E(R) cap(t). Hence 

!(cap(sI), ... , cap(s), ... cap(sk)) ~E(R) !(cap(sl)"'" cap(t), ... cap(sk)) 

Since ~E(R) ~ ~, we therefore have 

(cap(sl), ... ,cap(s), ... cap(sk)) ~ !(cap(sl), ... ,cap(t), ... cap(sk)) 

To conclude that tree(C[s]) ~ tree(C[t]) we only need to see that for any U E Mj 
k 

either tree(C[s]) ~ U or there is an element V E UMi such that V ~ U. Take 
i=l 

k 

then U E Mj and suppose that there is no such element V. Since Mj ~ U Mi and 
i=l 

!(cap(sl), ... , cap(s), ... cap(sk)) ~ cap(s), we conclude that tree(C[s])·~ tree(s). 
We must also have tree(s) ~ U, since tree(s) ~ tree(t), cap(s) ~ cap(t) and 

k 

Mj ~ UMi. By transitivity of ~ we conclude that tree(C[s]) ~ U. 
i=l 

k k 

• cap(s) = cap(t) and Mj ~m1L1 Mj. In this case we have UMi ~m1L1 UMf, Since 
i=l i=l 

!(cap(sl), ... ,cap(s), ... cap(sk)) = !(cap(sl), ... , cap(t), ... cap(sk)), we conclude 
that tree(C[s]) ~ tree(C[t]). 

Suppose now that C[ ] = a(sl, ... , 0, ... , SN), with 0 occurring at position j, for some 
fixed 1 :S j :S N. Then 

and 

N 

tree(C[s]) = tree(a(sl"'" s, ... SN)) = (0, U [tree(si)] U [tree(s)]) 
i=l,i#j 

N 

tree(C[t]) = tree(a(sl'"'' t, ... SN)) = (0, U [tree(si)] U [tree(t)]) 
i=l,i:f:j 

N N 

Since tree(s) ~ tree(t) also U [tree(si)] U [tree(s)] ~m1L1 U [tree(si)] U [tree(s)] 
i=l,i#j i=l,i#j 

and by definition 3.1 we conclude that tree(C[s]) ~ tree(C[t]). 0 
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We have seen that given a TRS R, whenever E(R) terminates, we can lift the well-founded 
order -+~(R) to a well-founded order ~ on Tr(T(:Fo, X)). Furthermore we can associate 
to each term t E T(:Fa,X) a tree in Tr(T(:Fo , X)) in such a way that if s -+R t then 
tree(s) ~ tree(t). Consequently the relation -+"k, is well-founded. In other words, we have 
proved our main result. 

Theorem 4.19 If E(R) terminates then R terminates. 

5 Final remarks 

As mentioned before, dummy elimination bears similarities with distribution elimination, 
but since the premisses for applying the transformations are different, the two techniques 
can't really be compared (actually an interesting still open problem is the necessity of the 
right-linearity requirement on distribution elimination in the absence of distribution rules). 
Still when both techniques are applicable, i. e., the function symbol to be eliminated occurs 
only in the rhs (no distribution rules are present) and the resulting system is, with respect to 
distribution elimination, right-linear, the techniques seem to be incomparable as the following 
TRS's show. Consider the TRS R below and suppose we want to eliminate the symbol a. 

f(J(x)) -+ f(a(J(x))) 

Then distribution elimination results in the system Ev(R): 

f(l(x)) -+ f(f(x)) 

and dummy elimination results in the system E(R): 

f(f(x)) -+ f(O) 
f(f(x)) -+ f(x) 

In this case we have that both Rand E(R) terminate but Ev(R) does not, suggesting that 
the transformation E is stronger than E v. 

Now consider the next system R, again with a being the symbol to be eliminated. 

f(x,x) -+ f(a(O),a(l)) 

Distribution elimination results in the system Ev(R): 

f(x,x) -+ f(O,l) 

and dummy elimination results in the system E(R): 

f(x,x) -+ f(O,O) 
f(x,x) -+ 1 
f(x,x) -+ 0 

In this case we have that both Rand Ev(R) terminate but E(R) does not, suggesting the 
reverse conclusion. However the transformation associated with dummy elimination seems to 
be more drastic, since the subterms having as root the symbol to be eliminated are simply 
chopped off, and rewriting systems are produced that are syntactically simpler that the ones 
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resulting from distribution elimination. This idea is enforced by the fact that distribution 
elimination is sound and complete (i. e., termination of R implies termination of ED(R)) 
with respect to particular kinds of termination like total termination [6] and (termination 
proofs using) recursive path order (rpo), while dummy elimination is not. In the first example 
above, the original system cannot be proven terminating using rpo. Furthermore the system 
is not simply terminating and thus also not totally terminating. The transformed system 
E(R) is trivially proven terminating by rpo taken over a precedence 1>, satisfying f I> <>, and 
therefore is both simply and totally terminating. 

The fact that dummy elimination is not sound with respect to these restricted kinds of 
termination is not a negative point, on the contrary since it suggests that the transformation 
is quite strong with respect to syntactical simplification, which is in fact the goal we aim to. 

Another interesting point is that we don't need to restrict ourselves to elimination of a 
single function symbol. If we have more than one function symbol appearing only on the rhs's 
of rewrite rules, we can easily modify the definitions and statements made in order to get rid 
of all those symbols simultaneously (we just need a little more of case discrimination). 

Finally instead of using the tree lifting order >- we could have used a version of rpo on 
trees. However rpo is too strong for our purposes and the order >- while being a subset of 
rpo, is still closed under transitivity, contains the multiset extension and still has the same 
kind of properties as rpo, namely monotonicity and well-foundedness preservation. 

Dummy elimination could be a useful technique for helping on termination proofs, espe
cially if used in conjunction with automatic tools, since it is very easy to incorporate it as a 
pre-processing unit to check if the TRS to be proven terminating can be transformed. 
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